MSU Campus Archaeology Program Project Summary Sheet

Report No. 42

Date of Survey: 10/15/2013

Site Name: Sacred Space Sidewalks

Principal Investigator: Kate Frederick

Physical Plant Project Name: Sidewalk Replacement

Project Justification: Sidewalks were being replaced, making a quick shovel test survey convenient. Though nothing was in danger of being destroyed, surveying while the sidewalks are being replaced allows for data collection

Location: Sacred space sidewalks directly across the street from the Union
**Campus Zone:** West Circle

**Survey Type:** Shovel Testing

**Methodology:** A shovel test pit was placed every 5m down the center of the new sidewalk path.

**Summary/Conclusions:** No artifacts were discovered in this survey.

**Recommendations and Priority:** Any construction or disturbance in this area must be surveyed. This is a high priority area despite the lack of finds.